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Abstract 

Infrared technology is gaining its importance for a wide variety of wireless 

applications. The focal areas are sensing, robotics works, remote control etc.  

The response of an infrared sensor depend upon the surface of the target 

materials. In this paper an OPAMP LM358M and an infrared LED are used to 

construct a low cost infrared sensor. The response of the sensor for different 

coloured objects is observed in a dark room and the results so obtained are 

discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Infrared (IR) sensors are widely used as proximity sensors, in robotics and for 

distance measurement purposes. They offer low cost and can measure distance 

ranging from 1cm to 6m [1, 2]. They show faster in response time than Ultrasonic 

sensors (US) but have non-linear characteristics. They depend on the reflectance 

properties of the target surfaces. In other words, the output of an infrared sensor 

depends on the target whether it scatters, reflects or absorbs infrared energy[3]. Using 

the light intensity of an infrared sensor V. Colla et.al and A.M. Sabatini et.al 

estimated the distance of an objects from the sensors [4,5]. 

In this paper, the working of an Infrared sensor constructed by using Infrared LED as 

an infrared source, Photodiode as a detector and an OPAMP LM358L as voltage 

comparator is described. Also a potentiometer arrangement has been made to calibrate 

the output of the sensor. The basic concept of an Infrared Sensor which is used as 

target detector, is to transmit an infrared radiation, this infrared radiation reflect back 

from the surface of the target material and goes to the infrared receiver. Research in 

the area is aimed at the study of reflectance of infrared radiation on various coloured 

surfaces and to bring a positive conclusion on it. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE IR SENSOR 

In the electromagnetic spectrum, the infrared portion consists of three regions, near 

infrared region(700nm to 1400nm), mid infrared region(1400nm to 3000nm) and far 

infrared region(3000nm to 1mm). An IR LED, which is an IR transmitter can transmit 

infrared rays in the range of 760nm wavelength [10].Infrared LED have a similar 

appearance as that of normal LED but the radiation emitted by it are invisible to the 

human eye. On the other hand, Infrared receiver may be in the form of Photodiodes or 

phototransistors. Since they detect infrared radiation they are also known as infrared 

sensors. There exist different type of IR receiver based on wavelength, voltage, 

package, etc. Whenever an infrared transmitter and receiver pair are used, the 

wavelength of the receiver should match with the wavelength of the transmitter. 

 

 

3. PRINCIPLE OF WORKING 

A pair of an infrared LED and an infrared photodiode is used in an infrared sensor. 

The radiation emitted by the IR transmitter goes to the target material and again 

reflect back to the IR receiver depending on the surface property of the target 

materials. The sensor then gives the output on the basis of the intensity of radiation 

received on the receiver. 

 

Figure 1: Showing the working principle of infrared sensors. 

 

4. CIRCUIT ANALYSIS 

The main components of the circuit are an IR LED, a photodiode, a potentiometer, an 

IC (OPAMP) and a LED. Infrared radiations are emitted by IR LED. The Photodiode 

detects the infrared radiation. IC LM358M (OPAMP) act as a voltage comparator. A 

potentiometer and a LED are used to calibrate the output of the sensor and to sense 

the output. 
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If infrared radiation from infrared LED do not go to the IR receiver then the potential 

at the inverting input becomes higher than the non-inverting input of the comparator 

and as a result the output of the comparator goes low and the LED remains off. When 

the light emitted by the IR LED is incident on the photodiode after reflection from a 

target, the resistance of the photodiode falls down. The potentiometer is adjusted to 

keep the inverting terminal of the OPAMP at threshold value. When the incident 

radiation is more on the photodiode, the voltage drop across the series resistor will be 

high. Both the threshold voltage and the voltage across the series resistor are 

compared. If the voltage across the resistor series of photodiode is greater than that of 

the threshold voltage, the output of the OPAMP is high and the LED start glowing. 

 

 

 Figure 2: Circuit diagram of IR sensor using OPAMP LM358M 

 

If infrared radiation from infrared LED do not go to the IR receiver then the potential 

at the inverting input becomes higher than the non-inverting input of the comparator 

and as a result the output of the comparator goes low and the LED remains off. When 

the light emitted by the IR LED is incident on the photodiode after reflection from a 

target, the resistance of the photodiode falls down. The potentiometer is adjusted to 

keep the inverting terminal of the OPAMP at threshold value. When the incident 

radiation is more on the photodiode, the voltage drop across the series resistor will be 

high. Both the threshold voltage and the voltage across the series resistor are 

compared. If the voltage across the resistor series of photodiode is greater than that of 

the threshold voltage, the output of the OPAMP is high and the LED start glowing. 
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5. STUDY ON COLOURED SURFACE 

A series of experiments was performed in a dark room at varying distances of the IR 

emitter and IR receiver by using different coloured object as target materials. Some of 

the result obtained during the experiment are presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Experimental Result 

Colour Object Distances of the target surface from the IR sensor 

When E and R at a 

distance 0.7 cm 

apart 

When E and R at a 

distance 1.5 cm 

apart 

When E and R at a 

distance 2cm    apart 

White Plastic 

surface 

61.23 cm 45.8 cm 34.7 cm 

Light Yellow 

Plastic surface 

59.5 cm 37.1 cm 27.6 cm 

Red Plastic 

surface 

56.9 cm 36.7 cm 25.6 cm 

Black Plastic 

surface 

43.5 cm 39 cm 19.2 cm 

 

Where, 

E= IR emitter. 

R= IR receiver. 

 

Here all distances are measured with a scale arrangement as shown in the figure 4. 

The distance between the IR Emitter and IR Receiver is varied by a sliding 

arrangement attached to the detector shown in figure 3(a) and 3(b). Each time when 

the distance between IR emitter and IR receiver is varied the threshold voltage is also 

adjusted to get the best result. 

 

 

Figure 3 (a): Photo showing When IR LED and  Photodiode are 0 .7 cm apart. 
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Figure 3(b): Photo showing When IR LED and  Photodiode are 2 cm apart. 

 

 

Figure 4: Photo showing scale arrangement for the measurement of distances. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a low cost IR sensor is described by using OPAMP LM358M.From the 

obtained result, it is clear that white surface reflects more IR radiation and reflection 

is less in the case of Black surface. Moreover optimum sensing is obtained if the IR 

emitter and IR receiver are 0.7 cm apart and sensing of the sensor decreases if the 

distance between them increases. 
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